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Helvetia Calendar

Jan. 16 ---- Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Cen-
ter, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J ., 8 p .m . Program:
How to exhibit by Ben Wood (judge) and Harlan Stone (ex-
hibitor) . Members interested in exhibiting are asked to
bring their material for individual tips.

Feb . 1	 Deadline for payment of 1973 dues of $3 and return of
enclosed questionnaire for Helvetia membership roster.

March 15-17 New dates for BEPEX, including Helvetia and individual
exhibits.

Pomex Re-elected Helvetia President

Steve Pomex was unanimously re-elected president of the
Helvetia Society for 1973 at the November meeting . Edward Hochuli
was named the new vice president, succeeding Walter Reimann, who plans
to move from the New Jersey area next spring . Also re-elected were
Harlan Stone, secretary, George Wettach, treasurer, and Otto Hug, li-
brarian .

To date the following members have agreed to serve in
appointed positions : editor, Harlan Stone ; A .P .S . representative,
Aaron Rosenberg ; and NOJEX representative (see below), Gerald Diamond.

All five officers were elected on the recommendation of
the nominating committee, which comprised Edward Hochuli, chairman,
Robert Scheuermann and Werner Vogel.

Published Membership List to Include Paid-Up Members

The Helvetia Society is preparing to distribute an offi-
cial membership list to all members, based on present records supple-
mented by the questionnaire included in this newsletter . Only those
members who have paid their 1973 dues of $3 will be included . Members
who find a red cross above the shield on the front page of this news-
letter are delinquent in their dues and should mail them at once to
the treasurer, George H . Wettach, 17-20 Well Drive, Fair Lawn, N .J.
07410 .

The membership list questionnaire will allow members to
state their collecting interests as an aid in promoting correspondence
within the society, to substitute a post office box number or some
other anonymous address for the official list, and to request omission
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from the list . If a member does not return the questionnaire by Feb.
1 to the editor (address above), the society will assume that he
wants to be listed according to his present mailing address.

Special BEPEX Exhibition 	 Plans Completed

To encourage collectors of Switzerland to exhibit their ma-
terial, Helvetia has completed the following plans for a special com-
petition at the annual BEPEX show to be held by the Association of
Bergen County Philatelists at the Garden State Plaza, Paramus, N .J ., on
March 15-173

Any collector, regardless of whether he belongs to Helvetia,
can enter either a one-frame (eight-page) or two-frame (16-page) exhi-
bit of Swiss material . A BEPEX prospectus and entry form are being
distributed to all members.

The judges selected by BEPEX will also judge the special
Swiss competition and award a first, second and. third place A .P .S.
chapter medal . (Helvetia is A .P .S . Chapter No . 739 .) The number of
entries will determine the number of medals, with only one medal for
a minimum of three entries, two for five entries and the maximum of
three for seven entries.

Exhibitors must reserve their exhibit space in accordance
with the BEPEX regulations . However, if they subsequently mail their
entries, they can send them either to the address designated by BEPEX
or to Helvetia's secretary, Harlan F . Stone (address above) . He will
personally mount exhibits mailed to him and return them to the owners.
Return mailing instructions and postage must accompany exhibits sent
to him .

Entries from members of Helvetia will help qualify the soci-
ety for the Reggio Skinner BEPEX Memorial Plaque, which goes to the
BEPEX club whose members enter the best five or more individual exhi-
bits .

Helvetia will also award its annual Helvetia Award for the
best Swiss or Liechtenstein exhibit at BEPEX, if there are at least
two exhibits . Eligible for this award will be exhibits both in and
outside the special one- and two-frame competition.

In addition, Helvetia will enter its usual two-frame club
exhibit of 16 pages in the BEPEX club competition . No more than two
of these pages can belong to any single member.

Two Helvetia members are serving as officers in BEPEX this
year . They are Benjamin Wood, president, and Werner Vogel, treasurer.
They report that BEPEX needs volunteers to help set up the show Wed-
nesday afternoon, March 14, and take it down Saturday evening, March
17 . So far only Ben, Werner, Otto Hug and Harlan Stone have agreed to
help . Helvetia will also take a half page advertisement in the BEPEX
program, as it has in recent years . At the show Helvetia also plans
to distribute its membership recruiting brochure and display sample
copies of its monthly publication.
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Helvetia Votes to Join NOJEX

Helvetia members at the December meeting voted unanimously
to join the North Jersey Federated Stamp Clubs (NOJEX) as the 24th
chapter member . Gerald Diamond volunteered to become Helvetia's re-
presentative to the federation . He will attend the NOJEX board of di-
rectors' monthly meetings to keep abreast of federation activities and
to pick up monthly sales books and copies of the North Jersey Phila-
telist for circulation and distribution respectively at the monthly
Helvetia meetings.

Helvetia members who want to sell stamps through the NOJEX
circuit books can obtain 25 books for $5 . NOJEX charges a 10 per cent
commission on all sales, retaining two per cent to pay for insurance
and turning over eight per cent to Helvetia for its treasury . NOJEX
membership also entitles Helvetia to borrow its 16-page exhibition
frames, use the pages of its publication for advertising and publicity
purposes, and take advantage of its mimeographing facilities . NOJEX
also conducts a project to provide stamps for patients at the veterans'
hospital in East Orange, N .J.

The NOJEX directors must formally approve Helvetia's appli-
cation for chapter status.

News Briefs

Future Helvetia monthly meeting programs will be : February --
mounting of Helvetia's two-frame club exhibit for BEPEX (Helvetia has
won the club award six years in a row) : March -- shooting festival
coins of Switzerland, 1842-1939, and related philatelic material by
Robert Scheuermann.

Frederick Rabel of Maryland, one of Helvetia's newest members,
has donated to the society's library a fairly complete run of the Berner
Briefmarken Zeitung from 1965 to 1971 . This is the monthly magazine
issued by Zumstein and Company in Switzerland . All other Helvetia mem-
bers with extra Swiss philatelic literature are invited to consider
similar donations . Helvetia hopes to develop plans soon by which all
members can borrow items in the library by mail.

Andre Martin of Zurich, who is spending the present academic
year in the senior class at Fair Lawn, N .J ., High School as part of the
American Field Service student exchange program, attended the December
meeting of Helvetia at the invitation of member George Wettach, also of
Fair Lawn . The town's recreation department sent a photographer to re-
cord Andre visiting with Helvetia Vice President Walter Reimann, the
presiding officer that night, George Wettach, the student's host, and
members Otto Hug and Frederick Schumacher, both natives of Switzerland .



Switzerland Announces 1973 Stamp Schedule

The Swiss Postal Administration has announced the follow-
ing 29 postage stamps with a face value of 15 francs scheduled to be
released during 1973:

Feb . 15 -- Special Set I : earth station satellite commun-
ications (15 centimes), centenary of Swiss Asso-
ciation of Clerical Workers (30c), 50th anni-
versary of INTERPOL (40c).

Definitives : architecture and applied arts (1 .30,
1 .70 and 1 .80c).

April 30 - EUROPA-CEPT (25, 40c).

May 29 --- Pro Patria : architectural finds of different
epochs (15+5, 30+10, 40+20, 60+20c).

Aug . 30 -- Special Set II : watch museum at Chaux de Fonds
(15c), alpine skiing world championships (30c),
earth of mankind (40c).

Definitives : landscapes (5, 10, 15, 25, 30, 40,
50, 60, 70, 80c).

Nov . 29 -- Pro Juventute : fruits of the forest (15+5, 30+10,
40+20, 60+20c).

In addition, there will be a new 30c postal card, 5fr . book-
let and 15c coil stamps released on Jan . 8 . Four "service" stamps for
the World Meteorological Organization (30, 40, 80c, 1fr) and a new 80c
stamp for the International Union of Telecommunications will be re-
leased on Aug . 30.

This announcement is subject to modification . All new stamps
will be described by the Swiss PTT five to six weeks prior to their
date of issue.

New Swiss Essays (?)

Reproduced
from BBZ



Closing Date 1/25/73
		

Closing Date Thurs . 25th 73
HELVETIA AUCTION # 6





Switzerland's 1919-1923 Provisional Airmail Issues
By Maurice Tripet

(Reprinted from Helvetia Bulletin of August-September 1950)
Continued from December 1972

Important dates for the specialist involving the use of
the 50 and 30 centime airmail stamps are:

50 centime stamp

	

30 centime stamp

on sale and

	

April 26, 1919,

	

Nov . 11, 1920, to
cancelled

	

to March 1, 1923

	

March 1, 1923

Airmail

	

April 28-29, 1919

	

Trial flights do
cancelled

	

April 30 to Oct . 31, 1919

	

not exist

On mail with

	

June 2 to Oct . 31, 1919

	

No precise dates, prob-
more than one

	

for Swiss flights

	

ably only on special
stamp

	

flights after 1/11/21.

On mail with-

	

April 26, 1919, to

	

Nov . 11, 1920, to
out airmail

	

March 1, 1923

	

March 1, 1923
cancels

The End

Counterfeits of Switzerland's First Airmail Stamps
By Franc Ritter

Because of the relative frequency with which counterfeits of
Switzerland's first airmail stamps (Scott Cl, C2) appear in collections
as well as in dealers' hands, we publish the following data which will
enable collectors readily to distinguish between a genuine and a coun-
terfeit overprint.

Forgeries of this "propeller and wings" overprint have ap-
peared as early as August, 1925 . Several counterfeiters tried their
hand at it, and as late as September, 1946, it was attempted to put
large quantities of forgeries on the market . Fortunately, these were
readily identified and few, if any, got into responsible dealers' hands.
But it is obvious that the only real protection for the collector is a
thorough knowledge of the characteristics of the genuine overprint.
Knowing what to look for is most valuable for the collector who seldom,
if ever, has an attested genuine copy available for comparison.

First and foremost, therefore, we will attempt to describe
as accurately as possible the characteristics of a genuine overprint.
The illustration showing a greatly enlarged overprint on a 50c . stamp
(see next page) will clarify the description and help to memorize the
features . The letters between brackets in this text correspond to those
of the illustration . We will follow this with descriptions of forgeries
known to us.

The basic stamps used were the 30c . and 50c . of 1908 (Scott
134 and 139), granite paper, perf . 11i . The overprint, in carmine, was
typographed and consequently shows the characteristic marks of this
printing method, namely continuous color coverage, sharp outlines of
the design, and a certain degree of pressure marking visible under
great magnification . The continuous color surface and sharp outlines
are the features easiest to detect . Good eyesight or a slight magnifi-
cation suffice for this test .



As for design dimensions, which can be checked with a milli-
meter scale, the propeller measures 14mm . in length, and the wing -
spread at its widest point is 18mm.

Design features to look for are as follows : the genuine over-
print shows clear separations between all inner and outer feathers of
the wings . Especially check this to be so at the points (A), (I), (L)
and (M) . None of the feather tips must touch each other anywhere in
the design ; check points (B), (C) and (H) carefully . The openings at
(E) and (H) are clear and in proportion to other openings in the de-
sign. The propeller bolt (F) is semicircular and of approximately the
same size as the other three bolts . The corner (J) should be distinct-
ly angular .

It may also be noted that some of the forgers did not bother
to use mint stamps to do their nefarious work, but printed on cancelled
stamps . There was a good reason for this . The basic stamps are very
common used, having practically no philatelic value . In such instances,
you will find the overprint generally over the cancellation, but this
is by no means easy to detect . However, it would be advisable to read
the notes in the airmail stamp catalogs, and note that the 30c . stamp
was in use only from Nov . 11, 1920, to Jan . 15, 1921, and the 50c . only
from April 30, 1919, to Oct . 31, 1919 . Most of the forgeries carry on
the postmark dates of years later than the period when the stamps were
valid for airmail use . So a cancelled stamp without the correct dates
is subject to suspicion.

Now here is a list and descriptions of forgeries . ..
(To Be Continued)



Material needed for HELVETIA Auctions

Rules for Sellers

1. Material may be submitted by Helvetia members and non-members as well.

2. To be acceptable all lots shall have a retail value of at least $3 .00
and the sales manager reserves the right to group lots to meet this
requirement.

3. All material submitted shall be properly classified by the seller . Stamp
lots shall include the catalog numbers, catalog value, whether mint or
used, and condition description . Any defects shall be noted . Cover lots
shall-include a brief description of historic importance, listing special
cancels, slogans, backstamps, autographs, etc ., and condition of cover,
stamp and/or cancel.

4. The ownership of each lot shall be clearly identified by the seller with
his name and address.

5. No 'minimum bid' lots will be accepted . Owners may submit one bid on each
lot entered but the usual commission fee up to $3 .00 per lot will be
charged for such protection, if at least one bid deemed reasonable by
the sales manager is received and the lot is not sold to another . If no
bid is received, or a bid is rejected, there shall be no charge to the owner

6. A 10 commission will be deducted from the sale price of each lot sold.
Lots unsold will be subject to a return postage charge against the owner.

7. The sales manager at his discretion reserves the right to reject any
material submitted for sale, for whatever reason.

8. Payment to sellers for lots sold and unsold material will be given to the
seller within 30 days following the closing date of the sale.

9. All catalog references shall be assumed to mean the 1972 Scott's catalog
unless otherwise stated.

10. Submission of material signifies acceptance of the above rules of partici-
pation.

Two changes have been made on the above set of rules
1)Re: Rule ft 5 - You may set a reserve, but no charge will be made

by Helvetia .
2)Re: Rule # 8 - Payment will be made after all your material has

been sold, or after a sufficient length of time, to be determined by
the Auction Manager.

Before sending any lots, a list of what you would like to offer must
be sent to the Auction manager along with a stamped self addressed
envelope . This list shoulddescribe(accurately) the material, along
with your reserve, catalog value or approximate value.

Lists of material should be sent to 	 Steve Pomex
Box 402
New York, 10028

The following letter was found in the form of a folded letter, it is
dated July 1853 . The original letter was 22 handwritten pages, and
is without a doubt one of the most fascinating descriptions of Swit-
zerland that I have come across . - Steve



y-1853, Geneve	- New York
(S. Pomex)

If you come to Switzerland away from yourdesk, don't
count on finding any Winkelrieds, or Tells, or indeed any
gentlemen of that stamp-least of all among innkeepers .l don't
know but I am unjust, or prejudiced; but it seems to me that in
no quarter of the world have I ever met with entertainers so
resolutely bent on obtaining the largest price for the smallest
quantum of comfort as in Switzerland. Nor do I say this in
disparagement of the hotels themselves, which (many of them)
are the neatest and best ordered in Europe; but I speak of the
moneyed disposition of those that have their control-
measurable as they are, in the majority of instances, both soul
and body, by six pences or gold coin.

This disposition belongs not only to the fraternity of
inkeepers, but to the cantonal governments themselves . Thus, in
several quarters, I find a strange ordinance forbidding a
muleteer, or a man with saddle horses, to take a back fare; yet requiring
a double fair of every person he serves. Thus, in going to from
Martigny to Chamouni you pay both ways-that is, for two full days'
services. In returning you cannot avail yourself of a return
muleteer, but must again pay a double rate to an enterprising
muledriver of Chamouni. This will serve only as a type of the
progressive and aggressive spirit of this mountainpeople. The
diligence, malle-poste, and all that comes under the control
of the constituted authorities, evinces, if possible, even more of
a money getting spirit.

Do not think from this that traveling is any way ex-
travagant in .Switzerland: with all the drawbacks it is as
cheap as in any part of Europe, arising from the exceeding cheap-
ness of materiel, and in s p ite of all the systems of petty
extortion . Were Switzerland all within a vast enclosure to enter
which would require an enormous fee, no man who had once been
there could hesitate, I think, to pay it a second time . But the
sight and the knowledge of every day efforts at extortion,
kindle a vexation which does not accord with the view of the
grand things which burst upon you at every hand. The Swiss are
small; but their country is very great.

If you have any idea that Mont Blanc (which by the way is
not in Switzerland, but in Sardinia), and a few other mountain
heights, make up all that is to be seen and to be remembered
after six weeks within the Cantons, you are vastly mistaken.
[here is something more, in the presence of the glaciers, and
bald precipices streaked with the paths of avalanche, and snows
lasting through centuries, which grows into a man's thought,
and enlarges somehow his meditative capacity, and begets in him
a respect for the grandness of nature, which dwarfs and almost
extinguishes whatever he may once have thought of the grand-
ness of persons.

It is not enough by half to say either with pen or pencil
that the mountains are high hereabout: you must come and stand
under them, and measure yourself by them ; or you must toil up,
and shudder at the thunder of a few ice-flakes, which they will
fling off by a kind of insensible perspiration ; you must look down
from them on towns turned to child's toyshops, and church steeples
grown less than your staff ;and linger through a storm gathering,
and bursting with faint crashes below you .



I have often wondered what sort of an idea a man would have
of Switzerland, if he could read all the home-letters of a summer's
bevy of travellers. I am sure that it would not be so good as he
would get by one ten minutes' look from the Hotel de Bergues,
at Geneva, upon the jutting lips of Mont Blanc and his chain,
though the chain is sixty miles off. Snow, to be sure, is always
snow, and nothing but snow: but to see it sparkle from fifty miles
away, three miles aloft in the heavens, in asharp, hard, positive
peak,that has bleached there any time these last ten centuries,
is a thing so unusual, that you doubt, and wonder, and are
charmed-all together.

It is the absurdest thing in the world to attempt to
convey to you by description,any idea of that Swiss landscape
which lies under the windows des Bergues: and yet with an idle
half hour on my hands, and that cacoethes of the pen which
infects all new-come travellers, I will even try.

First is a street, clean, well paved ; on its further side
a balustrade warding off the singularly-blue waters of the lake,
just where the lake circling the little island ofRousseau, narrows
and quickens, and becomes the Rhone, The flow is swift, but so
unbroken that your eye dives straight down through its glassy
surface, and sees the fish and the pebbles at thebottom. The
island of Rousseau is tufted with a copse of willows and lindens,
presided over by a Lombardy poplar : and when the sun is in the
west, the shadow of these trees stretches across to the further
quay, where the steamers are moored, and where the old Genevese
city begins. There are tall houses at the first, and then all shaped
roofs, and chimneytops, tier above tier, until the quaint twin
towers of the old Calvinist Cathedral crown them, and stand in
gray relief against the hazy cliffs of the nearer hills of Savoy.
These hills are bold, and bound the horizon, as you look
southward, with their broken line of slope and precipice. But when
you eye ranges toward the east, the hills dip in aneasy, flowing
line that blends almost with the wooded shores of the lake:
and then rise again into conical mountain, which stands like
an advance sentry of the great white alpine camp, whose tent-
tops break into the sky beyond, and glitter in the sun.

Thus it is between the gradual slope of the fronting hills
and the conical mountain to the left, that you see the chain of
Mont Blanc: the monarch himself hangs a rounded hulk of silver,
just where the hills of Savoy begin to droop ; then follow the
fellow peaks, some rounded like the monarch, and only
distinguishable by their lesser height; others sharp, and showing at this
distance the bare streaks of precipice where the snow sill not
stay; others cleft in great gaps, where the green glaciers lie and
and reflect the sun more brightly than the snow ; and others
still in the shape of crags of irregular shape, with show only
resting on them in blotches, which, if your eye is not well
taught, you will take-for lingering remnants of white cloud . .



It happened to me the other day to catch this alpine
view, when all the rest of the horizon was cloude, and a light

rain falling. Only there, looking eastward, was a vista open:
every peak was as distinct as the trees on the island ; and every
peak was lit up with the sun, streaming through openings I could
not see. The effect was magical; and the mountain rampart

flashing in the lights of another sky, seemed like the walls and
towers of some such Celestial City as Christian saw on his way
toward Beulah.

the distant views are, I should say, the morepleasing; but
certainly the nearer views are more startling and astonishing;
your traveler who never sees anything wonderful can perhaps
amuse himself with a 'pish' or a 'pshaw' or a 'very pretty'
at a sixty mile view; but perch him on the Rhigi, of at the foot:,
of the Yungfrau after a stout climb of five hours, to scale the

Wengern Alp, and his conceit will be frozen out of him utterly.
I think it is Kinglake who says in his book ofEothen, 'You
can not mock at the Sphinx.' I should think that a man could
not mock at the Yungfrau.

It seems to me that in heathen time, the p eople who dwelt
in the valley of Switzerland, must have worshiped the mountains:
they impress one with a kind of awe that belongs to a superior

presence; you look at them dreadfully. They bear the clouds in
their arms like children; and fold them when they come back,
truant like, to their bosoms. Again they seem likegiants, shouldering
the glaciers, and jostling them, and breaking them wrathfully
in avalanches.

This you feel specially when you stand upon the heights of
the Rhigi and see the great brotherhood of the Bernese alpine
giants behind you, and yet close by you, in serried ranks, colossal,

gaunt, cold, pushing their craggy foreheads into the middle heavens-
with no hamlet and no foot-place of man upon all their skirts,
with their valleys crowded with billows of ice, and their bald heads
bared to the tempests. And turning from these (only a shifting of
the eyes )and you see such outspread beauty of meadow and lake-
forest and sloping hillside, as would entrance you amid the
ruralties of England. Only, prepare yourself forbewilderment, by
reason of the great stretch of meadow, and the multiplying of

lakes. I will not dare tell you of the acres of green fields you
will see, nor the number of lakes, But the first, with all their
wideness and their beauty, seem like the green tint of a child's

toy-country; and the lakes like little dishes of polished silver;
and yet they are both so nearly under you, as you stand shivering
in the wind, that it seems that you might hurl yourAlpenstock
straight down among the orchards, or fling a five-franc bit upon
the bosom of either lake .



I daresay say every fresh traveler will tell you the same
thing of the wonders which greet him hereabout ; but no commonness
of travel cal bring tameness to the Alps, or make commonplace
their grandeur. There are those at home who, in a spirit of worthy

patriotism (which savors of profanity), will venture to compare
the New Hampshire mountains with those of Savoy or Switzerland:
just as some earnest Utican might talk of trenton Falls in the
same breath with Niagara. Pray, never listen to them. They are

deluded-misguided. They should be commended to their charitable
societies-societies for the charge of incurable lunatics.

Washington and Jefferson (I speak of the mountains )are
great in their way; and he who climbs them on a summer's day
will find it out. But to make them comparable to the heights
that shadows the valleys of Switzerland, you must double and
quadruple them; and after this, you must crush them and all their
outlying valleys together, until the plain-land lies ashigh
as the mountains; you must pour ice in their crevices for at
least a decade of years; you must stretch out the northern summer
for months, until the glaciers feel it, and run over in bounding
waterfalls upon every mountain valley .
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